Focal points responsible for the application of the protocol and
function

1. Focal points are present at the Forum who able are to communicate in the
following 4 languages: Russian, French, English, Spanish.
2. Notice that if the person persists in an aggressive attitude the person will be
expelled from the building.
3. Priority attention should be given to the attacked person in case an aggression
is detected or witnessed, and not the prosecution of the offender or aggressor.
It is necessary to make sure that the person aggressed receives the proper
attention.
4. To create a safe / protected space in the venue where the attacked person can
rest and relax in case the person needs it.
5. Respect the decisions of the aggressed person. It is essential to respect the
decision capacity of the attacked person.
6. Attitude to the aggressor's refusal: any kind of complicity with the aggressor
must be avoided, even if it were to reduce the tension. It is important to show a
clear rejection of their attitude and involve the aggressor's environment in this
same rejection.
7. Listen to the voice of the people aggrieved verbally or even physically. Create
an electronic address or WhatsApp number that the participants can use to
report situations of aggression.
8. Specific increased surveillance at times and / or especially sensitive events in
which marginalized groups such as for example sex workers and transgender
people are participating
Prevention actions
1. Announce in advance the specific measures in relation to be inside the CSO
Forum venue and the UN Palais. (check with UN what their protocol is in case
of misconduct or verbal or physical aggression, e.g. if their security can be
called upon for support).
2. Communication of the safe space to people attending forum (in a positive way
nor in a punitive way). Have specific posters that explicitly indicate that the site
is adhering to the protocol of the campaign e.g. "Safe space for all women’s
rights defenders and for the all and diverse feminism”. The posters will
explain the complicity and commitment with the respect of all diverse voices
and visions of the different feminisms attending the Forum. There will be
posters in different languages: Spanish, French, English, others.

